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Editor’s Notes

Waking is an unwelcome affair
when the sleeper is considerably
more than five years old and
Christmas morning is long past.
Mind and body resist, especially
when the light outside is still so grey.
What time is it? Not too late, it isn’t
light enough yet. Within fifteen
minutes, at most, the ancient clock
high in the facade across the street
will chime tinnily at the quarter hour,
or with luck the hour will strike. No
need yet to open the eyes and peer
for the illuminated dial beside the
bed.
A cat nap briefly veils the urgency
but then the body’s own insistent
timing device rouses the dreamer.
Why hasn’t that clock chimed yet?
Oh. Its tin-tin-tin is sounding in
another country. Vacation is over;
the clock is six jet hours away and by
now that day must be between noon
and one o’clock. Below the clock’s
face students will be streaming out
of stone doorways in a motley of blue
jeans, fluttering peasant skirts with
trailing petticoats, khaki drills and
white levis, fringed vests, shawls,
flopping hats, headbands, berets,
open shirts, track shoes, stiletto
heels or wooden clogs. They will
light like migrating birds at the
sidewalk cafe tables along the Place
de la Sorbonne. Deep within the an
tique building that they are fleeing a
red biretta hangs suspended over
the entombed bones of Cardinal
Richelieu, resting in a time that is
oblivious to Catholic or Huguenot, to
day or night.
Whether daylight or dark, around
the globe people are jostling
through airports in crowds that grow
more dense, less amiable, each
season. Bound on pleasure or busi
ness, searching for greener grass or
bigger profits, all are rushing into a
change that may, or may not, be to
their liking. If the distance is great
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the jet lag winds down and the alien
menu starts to taste good, even
delectable, the traveler discovers
As different as day
that there is more than one way to
and night
enjoy life. As a matter of expediency
one emulates the Romans while in
Rome, then soon observes that life
with an Italian accent can be a very
dolce vita.
Dr. Lewis Thomas, the highly ar
ticulate biologist and pathologist,
writes in the July 1981 issue of The
Atlantic Monthly “The greatest of all
the accomplishments of twentieth
the body that is synchronized with century science has been the discov
the circadian rhythm at home must ery of human ignorance.” He is con
struggle to realign itself to a new sidering Earth’s biosphere, at
suntime. The psyche will have to ad mosphere, oceans and soil —
just to people that look subtly natural science rather than the
different and whose menus and science-art that is called account
ing, yet his basic premise is per
manners are puzzling.
“Li Shuang got his first taste of vasive. “It is the admission of ig
Western culture recently: cold oil norance that leads to progress, not
and vinegar soup,” according to the so much because the solving of a
June 5 issue of the Wall Street Jour particular puzzle leads directly to a
nal which told the story of Mr. Li, a new piece of understanding but
37-year-old Peking accountant, and because the puzzle — if it interests
three colleagues from the People’s enough scientists — leads to work.”
That is an apt thought for the year
Republic of China, brought to the
United States by Ernst and Whinney. when the laboring and globally
In return the accounting firm will be aware Financial Accounting Stand
permitted to have a U.S. partner ards Board has had to extend to
1983 the probable timetable for
reside in China.
Long before Mr. Li had a chance replacement of the current standard
to study the vagaries of U.S. on foreign currency translation. As
depreciation systems and price-level domestic accounting problems
accounting he was mystified by a proliferate as well, the profession
self-help elevator, found himself has been made very aware of its
locked inside an automobile, and ignorance of how to best prepare
discovered that people in the U.S. financial reports.
Come September, thousands of
cheer for baseball players more than
for the President. The oil and vinegar schoolchildren will be asked to write
soup? That happened even before about “How I Spent My Summer
the plane landed in the States when Vacation.” The assumption is that
the airborne meal tray included a vacation brings some novelty, yet
glass of cold water and a small youngsters must face uncertainty
packet of salad dressing. Mr. Li and shifting horizons every day.
assumed the oil and vinegar They are travelers through the
package was a soup mix (Americans unknown. On the other hand, change
do things like that so often) and seems inimical to the ordered and
poured it into the water and drank it precise ideology of accounting.
Suppose that mature accountants
all.
Changing the scenario can be were asked to report on “How I
downright uncomfortable and Spent My Career.” In spite of all the
tiresome. Jet lag makes for drowsi discomforts, most would agree that
ness at midday, and exasperating the necessity to change, to adjust, to
sleeplessness in the middle of the grow in understanding and skill,
night. Breakfast coffee is too black, was what made the commitment to
too sweet, too scant for most Ameri accounting a lifelong adventure.
cans. Nobody seems to understand
the most carefully enunciated ques
tions and it is embarrassing to have
to look intently at each coin to figure
out how much it is worth. But after

